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It's requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. 
This white paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on 
advice to sell or any solicitation of any offer by Valentine Floki to 
purchase our token. This document is a technical white paper that 
presents the current status and future plans for Floki Valentine. 
The sole purpose of this document is to provide information and to 
provide a detailed description of future plans. Unless explicitly stated 
otherwise, the products and innovative technologies organized in this 
document are still under development and are yet to be incorporated. 
Valentine Floki does not provide a statement of quality assurance or 
affidavit for the successful development or execution of any of such 
technologies, innovations, or activities described in this document. This 
document is only available on https://valentinefloki.com and may not 
be redistributed, reproduced, or passed on to any other person or 
published, in part or whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written 
consent of Valentine Floki. 

ABOUT US

DISCLAIMER

Valentine Floki was introduced in January 2022. It was created to give 
back to the crypto community. Every holder will gain rewards in BUSD 
every 24 hours simply by holding $FLOV. The project was designed by 
experienced programmers, crypto investors, and marketers who have 
experience in the BSC Defi space. Valentine Floki’s leading utility will be 
its metaverse integration as we are aiming to develop a virtual giftshop 
containing the $FLOV NFT collection. As we acquire several metaverse 
plots, we will be able to deploy this project. This will also be linked to 
the $FLOV NFT game. The project’s details will be fully explained in our 
weekly AMAs. We are taking advantage of the upcoming Holiday to gain 
the crypto community’s attention but as the weeks go by, this project 
will gain its reputation through continuous communication with its 
investors and constant deliveries from the leadership team.
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December 2021 
•Whitepaper 
•Launch Website 

TOKENOMICS 

ROAD MAP

7% holders rewards: Dividend tax on all transactions that will be 
distributed every 24 hours to holders in BUSD. 2% liquidity: liquidity tax 
on all transactions to prevent major price fluctuation after a large trade 
by filling the liquidity pool. 3% marketing: Marketing tax on all 
transactions allows the Valentine Floki marketing team to reinvest and 
grow the project. Total tax = 12% (subject to change after discussions 
with the community)

   

January 2022 
•Creating a strong social media presence 
•Auditing the BSC contract 
•Team KYC 
•Presale ads: NYC billboards 
•Presale ads: Facebook/Instagram/Google paid ads 
•Launching Presale on Pinksale 
•Influencers Presale marketing 
•Launch on Pancake Swap 

February 2022 
•Listing on CMC/CG 
•Sending flowers and chocolate every day to Elon Musk with daily 
valentine FLOKI memes and love letters 
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March 2022 
•Launching $FLOV staking and farms protocol  
•sponsoring athletes with $FLOV apparel 
•Aggressive PR media marketing campaign #2 
•Aggressive Social media marketing campaign #2 
•Aggressive celebrities marketing campaign #2 
•Listing on 2nd CEX 
•Metaverse integration (Purchase of several metaverse plots) 
•Create the $FLOV store in the metaverse 
•Attend the major crypto expo in Dubai (March 16th-17th) 

   

May 
•Creating the $FLOV NFT collection  
•Creating the $FLOV NFT GAME 
•Integrating the $FLOV NFT collection into the metaverse 
 

Thank you for reading
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•Aggressive PR media marketing campaign 
•Aggressive Social media marketing campaign  
•Aggressive celebrities marketing campaign 
•Listing on the first CEX (LBANK and BITMART) 
•Major giveaway to the holders that never sold (Valentine’s Day) 

April 
•Aggressive exchange deployment 
•Launching the $FLOV merch store 
•Creating the $FLOV gift shop in the metaverse 
 

Q3 & Q4 2022 
•To be announced, stay tuned! 


